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1. Introduction

Modern industrial systems apply advanced technology and automation for produced goods with required quality and quantity. Based on market requirements there is a strong relationship between manufacturers and customers that demand the products to be delivered on time with the proper quality. Reliability analysis techniques play an important role to optimize the operational management of the production process. The inconvenience of a failure includes high maintenance cost, loss of production, quality deterioration and delay in the delivery of the products to customers. In some cases the presence of failure may be disastrous for the environment and operators as well. Consequently, the managers/engineers may find a way to reduce the probability of failures and their undesirable consequences on the production process. Blischke and Murthy (2003) pointed out that since failures cannot be prevented entirely, it is important at least to minimize both their probability of occurrence and their impact when they do occur.

Ho (1989) and Mula et al. (2006) reported that the occurring uncertainties can be categorized into two types: (i) environmental uncertainty, such as supply and demand uncertainty, and (ii) system uncertainty, which is related to uncertainties within the production process, e.g. operation yield uncertainty, production lead time uncertainty, quality uncertainty, failure of production system and changes in product structure.

In the literature, the availability of field data collected from the production lines is quite limited. Bendell (1988) identified a number of issues relevant to the collection, analysis and reliability of data. Kumar and Klefsjo (1992) investigated the reliability characteristics of a fleet of load-haul-dump machines deployed at Kiruna mine and showed that the engine and the hydraulics are the two with the highest probability of failure.
most critical subsystems. Furthermore, maintenance data for 2 years for these machines are analyzed. Barabady and Kumar (2008) published a case study describing reliability and availability analysis of the crushing plant 3 at Jajarm Bauxite Mine in Iran; the reliability analysis was shown to be very effective for deciding maintenance intervals. Bendell and Walls (1985) outlined some of the data analysis procedures that should be carried out in the initial consideration of any reliability time-between-failure and repair time data. Information gathered with such an approach may prove invaluable in providing an insight into equipment behaviour and highlighting problems which might otherwise remain unnoticed. Jones and Hayes (1997) reported a methodology to collect field reliability data and analysis for identifying problems in manufacturing, design and screening.

Only a very limited number of publications related to food industry are available in this field. Liberopoulos and Tsarouhas (2002) reported a case study of speeding up a croissant production line, based on actual data collected over 10 months, by inserting an in-process buffer in the middle of the line to absorb some of the downtime, based on the simplifying assumption that the failure and repair times of the workstations of the lines have exponential distributions. Furthermore, Liberopoulos and Tsarouhas (2005) displayed a statistical analysis of failure data of an automated pizza production line. The analysis included identification of failures, computation of statistics of the failure data, and parameters of the theoretical distributions that best fit the data, and investigation of the existence of autocorrelations and cross correlations in the failure. Tsarouhas et al., 2009 developed a reliability and maintainability analysis of strudel production line, and descriptive statistics of the failure and repair data was carried out and the best fitness index parameters were determined. Moreover, Tsarouhas et al. (in press) investigated reliability, availability and maintainability (RAM) analysis of the cheese production line over a period of 17 months, and the best fit of the failure and repair data between the common theoretical distributions was found and the respective parameters were computed.

In this study reliability analysis for beer packaging line over a period of 9-months was carried out. The most important failure modes were identified and the descriptive statistics at failure and machine level were elaborated. The best fit of failure data for several theoretical distributions was determined and the respective parameters were computed. The reliability and hazard rate models of the failure data were determined in order to assess the current operation management (i.e. maintenance policy, training, spare parts) and improve the production line efficiency. The aim of this paper is to provide a valid reliability and maintainability model for food product machinery manufacturers, who target to optimize the design and operation of their packaging production lines.

2. Beer main production stages

The beer production line consists of several machines in series the design of which is based on advanced technology with assemblies adopting highly precision manufacture and control system. Its operation is stable, safe, highly effective and characterized by low consumption of resources. The main stages for beer production are shown schematically in Fig. 1. The beer production consists of the following stages:

- **Raw materials receipt**: The main raw materials used in beer production are the following: water, malted barley, hops and yeast.
- **Malting**: This process involves steeping the barley in a shallow bed of water at a temperature of 10–15 °C, so that its moisture content amounts to 45% wet basis (wb). Barley is then allowed to germinate under controlled temperature conditions at approximately 15 °C and 100% RH with continuous turning to prevent matting the rootlets. The barley kernel germinates by passing air through the germinating malt for 3–5 days. Gentle heating stops germination due to moisture removal and induces formation of flavor compounds (Kourtis and Arvanitoyannis, 2001).

![Fig. 1. Process flow diagram of beer production (Briggs et al., 1981, Kent & Evers, 1994; Kourtis & Arvanitoyannis, 2001).](image-url)
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